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Abstract: Inverted pendulum is a highly nonlinear and open 

loop unstable system. So it is difficult to be modeled and 

controlled by standard linear techniques. In this paper,  various 

soft computing-based control techniques have been used for 

balancing inverted  pendulum. First, a properly tuned PID 

controller that is tuned using auto tuning tool in MATLAB was 

utilized to stabilize the inverted pendulum and to generate 

training data. Second, a fuzzy controller is designed and 

simulated. After that a feed-forward neural network that is 

trained on the basis of the data generated by the PID controller 

using derivative based algorithms is used. At the last, a 

genetically optimized neural network was developed. All these 

techniques are tested and compared. The simulation results 

proved that genetically tuned  neural network has the best 

performance.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The inverted pendulum is a classical problem in control 

theory. The inverted pendulum is unstable because it may fall 

at any time in either direction any direction unless a suitable 

control force is applied. The control objective of the inverted 

pendulum is to position the pendulum into the unstable 

upright state by moving a cart that holds the pendulum. This 

characteristic of inverted pendulum makes its control a 

challenging task. Conventional controllers are used to 

control inverted pendulum after approximating it as a linear 

system assuming that the perturbation is very small around 

the vertical state. However, artificially intelligent controllers 

such as neural and fuzzy controllers may be used for an 

inverted pendulum without linearization. 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The cart with an inverted pendulum, shown in figure (1) 

below, is "bumped" with an impulse force. 

 
Figure (1): Inverted pendulum system analysis. 

 

Assuming that, the forces applied on the pendulum mass are 

in the horizontal direction. Using Newton's 2nd law, results in 

[2]: 

                                        (1)                                                                       

Where  is the cart mass,  is the pendulum mass,  is the 

horizontal displacement of the pendulum carrying cart, and u 

is the applied force. 

For the point mass.  

                          (2)                                                                     

                                                   (3) 

Where: l  is the length of the arm, and is the angle 

between the arm and the y axis.                                                               

Differentiating equations (2and 3) results in: 

                                             (4)                                                                              

                          (5)                                                                 

                                                        (6)                                                                             

                            (7)                                                                               

Substituting equation (5) in (1) gives: 

          (8)                           

Performing the torque balance in the same manner, gives: 

               (9) 

     (10)
  

      (11)                                                                                      
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Substitute equations (10) and (11) in (9) gives: 

                                (12)                                                                 

Rearrangement of equation (12) gives: 

                                                        (13)                                                                           

The pendulum angle dynamics can be obtained by substitute 

equation (13) in (8) as follows: 

                   (14) 

Inverted pendulum can be presented in state space form after 

linearization as shown in equations (15, 16) below: 

                  (15) 

                                        (16) 

For the simulation purpose the initial condition used is: 

                                                         

And the specific pendulum parameters used are given in 

table (1) below: 

Table (1): Pendulum parameters 
Cart mass(kg) 

 

1 

Pendulum  mass(kg) 

 

0.1 

Pendulum length(m) 

 

1 

Center of  gravity( ) 
 

9.81 

 

3. PID CONTROLLER 

 A PID controller or Proportional-Integral- Derivative 

controller is a control loop feedback mechanism, widely used 

in industrial control systems. A PID control algorithm 

provides the control signal as a function of the error value. 

The error signal is defined as the difference between the 

measured plant, or (process), output variable and desired 

output.  Its output is given by: 

              (17) 

Where  is Proportional gain,  is Integral gain,  is 

derivative gain,  is control signal, and  is the error signal. 

 

4. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER 

 Fuzzy Logic Controller is one of the utmost sounding 

applications of fuzzy set theory. This control technique 

depends on the human ability to understand the system’s 

behavior and it comprises of a set of qualitative control rules 

[6]. Fuzzy control is one of the intelligent control techniques 

that use fuzzy logic to model the control strategies of an 

expert operator, which are described in linguistic fuzzy 

(imprecise) terms. 

 

5. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

Neural networks are mathematical model of the brain. The 

brain consists of about 1011 processing elements known as 

neurons that communicate using electrochemical signal 

through a network of axons and synapses. ANNs, as 

simplified models of the biological neural system, are 

massively parallel distributed processing systems made up of 

highly interconnected computing elements (neurons). NN 

have the ability to learn and thereby acquire knowledge and 

make it available for use. Control is one of the many 

applications of the NNs, where it is trained to minimize the 

error signal. 

6. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

 Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search procedure inspired by 

the laws of natural selection and genetics. It can be viewed 

as a general-purpose optimization method and have been 

successfully applied to search, optimization and machine 

learning tasks. GA has the ability to solve difficult, multi-

dimensional problems with little problem-specific 

information and hence has been chosen as the optimization 

technique to solve various problems in control systems. It 

has been shown that compared with other traditional 

heuristic optimization method, Genetic Algorithm is likely to 

be more computationally efficient. The controller parameters 

are usually determined by trial-and-error through simulation. 

In such case, the paradigm of GA appears to offer an 

effective way for automatically and efficient searching for a 

set of control performance [5]. 

 

7. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS 

 MATLAB Simulink provides a graphical environment for 

simulation and analysis of dynamic systems. It is used in this 

paper to simulate the inverted pendulum under the control of 

the proposed controllers. 

 

7.1 System Simulation under PID controller  

The simulation diagram of the inverted pendulum under the 

PID controller is shown in figure (2). The PID block is 

imported from the Simulink library and tuned by the auto 

tuning tool provided with the block. The result of this 

simulation is shown in figure (3).  
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Figure (2): PID controller for inverted pendulum. 

 

 
Figure (3): System response under PID controller 

 

7.2 System Simulation under Fuzzy Controller Figure (4) 

represents the simulation diagram of the inverted pendulum 

under the fuzzy logic controller. The controller parameters 

are tuned by trial and error. The best of the results obtained is 

shown in Figure (5).   

 
Figure (4): Simulation diagram of the inverted pendulum with fuzzy controller. 

 
Figure (5): System response under fuzzy controller. 

 

7.3 System simulation under neuro-controller  

The neural network toolbox (NNTool) of MATLAB was 

used to create a two-layer feed forward network with two 

neurons in the hidden layer. The created NN was trained with 

back propagation algorithm. The training data that was 

generated by the PID controller has been import to the 

NNTool from the work space. The simulation of the system 

under the neuro controller was carried out using command 

and functions rather than Simulink. Response of inverted 

pendulum controlled by neural network controller shown in 

Figure (6) below:  

 
Figure (6): Response of inverted pendulum        using neural network. 

 

7.4 System Simulation under GA Neuro-Controller 

Back propagation algorithm faces the problem of being 

trapped in local minima of the error surface. Therefore, the 

NN trained by this algorithm my not provide the optimum 

performance. Genetic algorithm is a global search 

optimization method adopted for the tuning of the neuro 

controller parameters. The response of inverted pendulum 

under the control of genetically tuned NN is shown in figure 

(7) below: 
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Figure (7): Response of inverted pendulum system controlled by GA-ANN. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

    From the simulation of the four controller presented 

in the previous section, it is obvious that all of the 

proposed controller are capable to produce zero steady 

state error. However, they have different transient 

behavior. Tables (2) represent a comparing between the 

values of settling time and undershoot of the four 

controllers. It was found that settling time and 

undershoot of PID, and the neuro controllers are better 

than the fuzzy controller. But the GA-ANN is superior 

over all the other three controllers.  

 
Table (2): Comparison between four controllers. 

Undershoot     

(rad) 

Settling Time (sec) Controller 

-0.0809 0.065 PID 

-0.0352 5.2 FUZZY 

-0.0574 0.017 NEURAL NETWORK 

0 0.0001 GA-NN 
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